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PAULINE ANTHROPOLOGY: THE OLD AND NEW MAN 
The purpose of this research project is to determine 
how the Pauline terms the "old man" and "new man" are to be 
interpreted and translated. Do these terms refer to the "old 
self 0 (unregenerat.ed person) and "new self" (regenerated per-
son) , or to the 0 old race" (as in Adam) and "new race" (as in 
Christ)? In addition to answering these questions, consider-
able attention is spent in determining what Paul means in 
Romans 6:6; that is, whether the crucifixion of the old man 
refers to the individual believer 1 s conversion (Romans 6:1 ff.) 
or to the accomplished fact of the provisional universal 
atonement (Romans 5:12 ff.). Exegesis of Ephesians 4:22-24 
and Colossians 3:9,10, likewise, is developed to determine 
the proper interpretation of the infinitives "put off" 
<±no§~craaLl and "put on" (~v60aaa~aL) and the participles "ye 
have put off [ ?] or put off" (cmEw~vcrabtEVo ~.,) and the parti-
ciples "ye have put on [?] or put on" U:vE,uvabLEvot-). Con-
sideration, also, is given to possible alternate marginal 
translations of Ephesians 4:22-24, and Colossians 3:9,10 for 
the benefit of the English reader. 
The entire scope of this project is predicated upon 
having a proper definition of terms. Thus chapter two is devot-
ed to the development of the proper definition of the "old man" 
and ''new man". By means of comparison the corporate signifi-
cance of these terms .is brought to the fore. Hence, the "old 
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man" and "new man" are understood as th~ "old race" (as in 
Adam) and "new race" (as in Christ·) . The eschatological 
meaning of the terms the "old man" and "new man" is revealed 
in chapter three, where it is demonstrated that believers at 
the moment of conversion are neither all of Christ ("new man", 
Romans 8:29) nor all of Adam ("old man", Romans 8:10). Thus 
two forms of co-existence may be experienced by the believer 
who is both a part of the "old man" (old race) and "new mann 
(new race) . The first is the unavoidable co-existence of the 
believer's physical, mental, and emotional impairments as the 
result of sin which until the resurrection are experienced 
simultaneously with the spiritual nature of the "new man". 
The second form of co-existence is that both the moral nature 
of the "old man" and "new man" may simultaneously exist 
(Romans 6:1 ff.; 6:2,6,12,13). However, this second form of 
co-existence is dangerous and may be dealt with. 
Since the physical nature of the "old man" will con-
tinue to exist with the spiritual nature of the "new man" 
until the resurrection, chapters four and five concern them-
selves with the second form of co-existence. Chapter four 
sets forth the writer's reasons for believing that the cruci-
fixion of the "old man" with Christ (Romans 6:6) has reference 
to the atonement itself rather than to conversion; and that 
the infinitives <&no3~a~a~,&v66odo~aL ) in Ephesians 4:22-24 
and the participles ( a1ti::x6uacX1J.€VO L, E: vouoa!l£ vo L ) in Colossians 
3:9,10 ought to be understood as ethical imperatives to 
believers (not as historical affirmatives). A theological 
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rationale is provided in chapter five to test the validity of 
the exegesis done in chapter four. 
In the concluding chapter, the writer expresses his 
concern over the unliteral and inconsistent translation of the 
terms the "old man" and the "new man" by the various versions. 
Likewise, the writer suggests that because of the obvious par-
allel theological content of Ephesians and Colossians that the 
infinitives in Ephesians 4:22-24 and the participles in Colos-
sians 3:9,10 ought to be translated uniformly (whether as 
imperative or affirmative). Additional suggestions are also 
made concerning the advisability of the standard versions such 
as the R.S.V., N.A.S.B., etc. furnishing alternate marginal 
translations for the benefit of those understanding only the 
English translation. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The problems posed for this research are (1) the 
determination of the right definitions of Paul's terms the 
"old man" and "new man," and (2) a careful analysis of the 
verbs associated with these terms (Romans 6:6; Ephesians 
4:22-24; and Colossians 3:9,10). Do these terms the "old 
man" and "new man" refer to the "old self" (unregenerate 
person) and "new self" (regenerate person) , or to the "old 
race" (as in Adam) and "new race" (as in Christ)? How are 
the aorist infinitives <&n:o.&£a4cn, kvouao::a.fra:u Ephesians 4:22, 
24) and aorist participles <&nExouaa~EvoL. tvouaauEvoLr Colos-
sians 3:9,10) to be interpreted and translated? Should 
alternate marginal translations of these infinitives and 
participles have been placed in the major translations such 
as the A.S.V., N.A.S.B., and R.S.V.? What does Paul mean by 
the affirmation, "our old man was crucified with him 
(Romans 6:6)? 
The method of investigation will be inductive and 
" 
exegetical. Therefore a conscious effort will be made to 
avoid dependence on word studies, commentaries, and theologi-
cal writings of others. tvorks of this nature will be con-
sidered secondary sources. They will be cited only if they 
are deemed appropriate either in clarifying a problem to be 
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investigated, or in supportive amplification of the writer's 
independent findings. The basic tools to be. employed in this 
research will be the Bible and concordances. The English 
biblical text employed will be the 1901 American Standard 
Version, while the Greek text will be that jointly published 
by the United Bible Societies. The principal reason for 
choosing the 1901 American Standard Version as the English 
text is its consistent and literal translation of the terms 
"old man" and "new man" in all texts where they occur. The 
standard concordances to be employed will be Moulton and 
Geden's A Concordance to the Greek New Testament, and Hatch 
and Redpath's A Concordance to the Septuagint and Other Greek 
Versions of the Old Testament. Arndt and Gingrich's A Greek-
English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian 
Literature, Liddell and Scott's A Greek-English Lexicon, and 
Barclay Newman's A Concise Greek-English Dictionary of the New 
Testament will be consulted for word meanings. For the writer's 
present purposes, Kittel's Theological Dictionary of the New 
Testament will be regarded not as a lexical source, but as a 
theological work of importance (by virtue of the varying 
opinions of the different contributors) and a secondary source. 
It should be noted that this research will attempt to develop 
only these areas directly related to the stated questions of 
this introductory chapter. 
Chapter 2 
THE OLD MAN AND NEW MAN DEFINED 
In order to follow a logical course in the study of 
the "old man" and "new man" it will be necessary to define 
these terms inductively. The total development of this 
research necessarily will follow from these definitions. 
Any study of the "old man" and "new man" must be 
carried out not only individually, but also in comparison 
and contrast with each other. Any attempt to study them sepa-
rately and independently of each other will leave out at least 
some important details of definition. 
THE "OLD MAN" AND "NEW MAN 11 COMPARED 
The outstanding point of comparison between these 
terms is that both have corporate as well as individual signi-
ficance. That the "old man'' is a corporate term is hinted at 
in Romans 6:6 where Paul refers to the "old man" as "our old 
man". But this, in itself, is not sufficient evidence for 
interpreting the "old man" as a corporate term. It may, 
however, be clearly demonstrated by a comparison with its 
counterpart the "new man 11 • In several related passages in 
which the "new man" is in view, it is obvious that the "new 
man" is a corporate term. 
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But now in Christ Jesus ye that once were far off 
are made nigh in the blood of Christ. For he is our 
peace, who made both one, and brake down the middle 
wall of partition, having abolished in his flesh the 
enmity, even the law of commandments contained in or-
dinances; that he might create in himself of the two 
one new man, (Ephesians 2:13-15) . 
. the new man, that is being renewed unto know-
ledge after the image of him that created him: where 
there cannot be Greek and Jew, circumcision and uncircum-
cision, barbarian, Scythian, bondman, freeman; but Christ 
is all, and in all (Colossians 3:10,11). 
For as many of you as were baptized into Christ did 
put on Christ. There can be neither Jew nor Greek, there 
can be neither bond nor free, there can be no male and 
female; for ye all are one man in Christ Jesus (Galatians 
3:27,28). 
From these scripture passages it is evident that the "new 
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man" refers to a new humanity, a new race, in which there can 
be no division, racial or religious. In the "new man" the 
Jew and Gentile are made "one new man". Therefore the "new 
man 11 is a corporate term which legitimately could be trans-
lated the "new race". It thus follows that if the "new man" 
is a corporate term, so also is the 11 0ld man". 
In support of this view we quote the remarks of C.K. 
Barrett, who has written: 
The interpretation which commends itself by its 
simplicity is that the "old man" is the nature of the 
unconverted man, which upon conversion and baptism is 
replaced by a new nature, the "new man". But careful 
reading of Col. iii, and of the present passage, makes 
this interpretation impossible. It is much more 
exact to say that the "old man" is Adam--or rather, 
ourselves in union with Adam, and that the "new man" 
is Christ--or rather, ourselves in union with Christ.l 
lc.K. Barrett, "The Epistle to the Romans," Harper's 
New Testament Commentaries (New York: Harper and Row, 1957), 
p. 125. 
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Since, therefore, the "old man" and '~new man 11 are 
corporate terms, they must be regarded as terms which are 
broader in definition than any individual unbeliever or 
believer. Consequently, it is inadequate to translate them 
either as the "old nature" and "new nature", or as the "old 
self" and "new self"' as many translations have done. Such 
translations fall short of the full truth of Paul's message. 
An example of the failure of translating the "old man" as the 
"old self" is exemplified by the R.S.V. in Romans 6:6. In 
this text it would be more exact to translate the "old man 11 
as the "old race" rather than as the "old self". An individ-
ual may be part of the "old man" or ''new man"; but these 
terms refer to the whole of the old and new races and not to 
the individual members of such. The only individuals who may 
be referred to uniquely as the "old man" and "new man" are 
Adam and Christ (Romans 5:12-6:11; I Corinthians 15:45-49). 
Adam and all those in him with all of their fallenness rep-
resent the "old man", and Christ and all those in him repre-
sent the "new man". Dr. William Greathouse expresses it this 
way: 
Christ's death was "potentially the dying of the whole 
human race, just as his resurrection was potentially the 
re-creation of all mankind. 11 
In Adam, that is, in their solidarity with fallen 
humanity in its sinfulness, all must die; but in Christ, 
that is, through incorporation into the redeemed human-
ity of the body of Christ, all are made alive (5:12-
6:11). In Christ's death on Calvary the whole human 
race died, because Christ is the representative Man: 
''one died for all, therefore all died" (II Corinthians 
5:14, NASB; the latter clause is ara hoi pantes apethanon). 
In Christ's resurrection the new man was created 
(Ephesians 2:15; Colossians 3:9-,11) .2 
Corporateness, then, is an essential part of the definition 
of these terms. This must always be kept in view. 
THE "OLD MAN" AND "NEW MAN" CONTRASTED 
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It is not difficult to contrast the "old man" and "new 
man". The very adjectives, old and new, which modify the 
noun, man, are in as striking a contrast as black and white, 
night and day. In realityf the spiritual contrast between 
the "old man" and the "new man", if possible, even exceeds 
that between black and white. 
Paul's references to the "old man" refer to nothing 
less than to our total fallen Adamic racial condition (Romans 
5:12-21; 8:10,11,18-23) which is caused by sin (Romans 3:9; 
5:12; 6:6; 8:10). The "old man" is described in Ephesians 
4:22 as the "old man, that waxeth corrupt after the lusts of 
deceit." Deceit ( O:nctrn) is obviously a synonym for sin 
( ap.ap-c (a) ; and the entire phrase "the lusts of deceit ( 1:a<; 
En;!.-l+UjLLaS,. ·(fjc;; ancb;m) II appears synonymous with the phrase, 
It the sinful passions (-cO: rr:a-&·oua't'a 't'WV auap't' t.Qv ) II in Romans 7:5.3 
2william Greathouse, "The Epistle to the Romans," 
Beacon Bible Commentary, ed. A.F. Harper, VIII (Kansas City: 
Beacon Hill Press, 1968), pp. 133-34. The quotation is taken 
from Alan Richardson~s An Introduction to the Theology of the 
New Testament (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1958), p. 35. 
3cf. also Colossians 3:9, "the old man with his doings 
( =r;ov 1tr£i\cuov av.ftp!tutOV m)v =r;oL <;; npciE ~at.,, cui.n:il)_) ; and Galatians 
5:19, "the works of the flesh ( 1:a Epxcr. 'tTIS aapxos;;) • " 
Thus the moral character of the "old mann is that of sin. 
In sharp contrast to the "old man" of sin Cagao-c(a:) 
is the "new man" of righteousness (6Lxa:Locr6vn) and holiness 
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<ocrLO'tnc;). In contrast to the image Ce:[xt~v) of the "old man" 
(Adam, I Corinthians 15:49) is the glorious image of the "new 
man" (Christ, Colossians 3:10; Romans 8:29; II Corinthians 
3:18). Alan Richardson writes: 
. . . the sense of having been re-made in Christ 
pervades the NT writings. The Christian is a new 
creation (II Cor. 5:17; Gal. 6:15); he walks in new-
ness of life (Rom. 6:4) and serves in newness of 
spirit (Rom. 7:6); his "inward man" is renewed day 
by day (II Cor. 4:16); his mind is renewed (Rom. 
12:2): in short, he is recreated in the original image 
of the Creator (Col. 3:10). Jew and Gentile have be-
come one new man in Christ (Eph. 2:15;. Gal. 3:28) .4 
This entire picture of contrast between the "old man" 
and 11 new man" may be summed up in the relationship of Christ 
to both. The "old man" was crucified with Christ 
( 0 yv£a'tCXYQW.frn, Romans 6:6). The "new man" was created by him 
(x-cCcr~ Ephesians 2:15; K'tLO.frEv'ta Ephesians 4:24; x'tkcrav,;o~ 
Colossians 3:10). The aorist tense of these verbs denotes 
the completion of redemption from the standpoint of divine 
omniscience and in relationship to the finished work of Christ 
himself. 
4Alan Richardson, An Introduction to the Theology of 
the New Testament (New York: Harper and Row, 1952), p. 35. 
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SUMMARY 
In summation then, the "old man" must be understood 
corporately as the old race, and not as the old nature or 
old self. The "old man" refers not to an individual's former 
unregenerate self merely, but also to his identity with the 
old race in its entirety. The danger in translation is done 
by substituting the part for the whole, the individual for 
the race. The "old man" refers to the total, immediate, and 
cumulative effect of the Fall upon the whole man (racially 
and individually) . The "old man" has reference to the dis-
orientation of man in every aspect of his being which is the 
result of both sin (Romans 5:12-6:23) and sins (Rom. 7:15-20). 
The "new man" refers to the new race, and to what man 
can be in Christ. The "new man" is the total erasure of 
every defect of the "old man". This redemptive process begins 
in conversion (II Corinthians 5:17) and is completed in the 
resurrection (I CorinthiansB:49-57) .5 
Thus it must ever be kept in mind that the terms, "old 
man" and "new man" refer to the total fallenness (the spirit-
ual and physical consequences of sin) of the race in Adam, 
and to the consummate redemption (spiritual and physical) of 
all those who are in Christ. 
5It should be noted th~t the resurrection deals with 
the physical defects. caused by sin (Romans 8 :10). I Corin-
thians 15:49-57 also speaks in reference to a physical 
transformation. 
Chapter 3 
THE II OLD MAl'\1 11 AND II NEW MAN II 
IN PARTIAL CO-EXISTENCE 
The aorist tense is used of the relationship of Christ 
to the "new man" (u.'tt.cr-&Ev'ta:, Ephesians 4:24; x't'LQ"a:V'J':Os;, Col-
ossians 3: 10) and the "old man" (cruve:cr-ra:upw-&n , Romans 6: 6) 
because in him the work of redemption is complete (Colossians 
2:10). The present tense, however is used of the believer's 
relationship to the "old man" and "new man''. This indicates 
that in us the redemptive process (ava:ve:oucr-&a:t. "be renewed", 
Ephesians 4:23; O:va:'lia:t.vouw.e:vov "being renewed 11 , Colossians 
3:10) is not yet complete. The word, renew ~vaxat.v6w, II 
Corinthians 4:16; Colossians 3:10; ava:ve:6wr Ephesians 4:23) I 
is always used in the present tens~ denoting a process. The 
f ( , , noun orm a:va:xa:t.vwcrt.s, Romans 12:2; Titus 3:5) with the 
~ ending also denotes process. We are "being renewed unto 
knowledge after the image of him that created him" (Colossians 
3:10). Likewise: 
. we all, with unveiled face beholding as in a 
mirror the glory of the Lord, are transformed 
(~e:-ra~op~ou~e:-&a: "are being changed", R.S.V.) into the 
same image from glory to glory . . . (:::I Corinthians 3: 18). 
Thus, the "new man'' is in process in believers, but in 
the resurrected Christ is the manifested ultimate "new man" 
(Romans 8:29; I Corinthians 15:47-49; and Philippians 3:21). 
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It is this change of tense (the aorist as it relates 
to Christ, the present in reference to .the believer) which 
suggests the co-existence of the "old man" and "new man 11 in 
the life of the believer. At present, those who have the 
firstfruits of the Spirit (Romans 8:10,11 1 23) are neither all 
of Christ (Romans 8:29) nor all of Adam (Romans 8:10). This 
co-existence may be manifested in two forms in this present 
life. 
First, if the "old man" is defined as our fallen Adamic 
racial condition, consideration must be given to the physical 
results of sin. It is clearly evident that in the physical 
realm the "old man" has not yet been superseded by the "new 
man'' (Romans 8:10,18-23). Thus the "old man" with regard to 
the universally inherent physical defects of sin co-exists 
with the spiritual nature of the "new man". Evidence of this 
may be seen in II Corinthians 4:16 where Paul writes: 
. though our outward man is decaying (o t.acp-&::: ~ p:::-ca t. , 
cf. Ephesians 4: 22, 'tOV n:aA.cu ov av-&orlJ-n:ov 'tO'; <p-&s t. pou,t: vov ) , 
yet our inward man is ren?wed <&vaXUkVOU'tak, cf. Colos-
sians 3:10, 'tov vtov 'tov avanat.vouuEvov) day by day. 
The second form of co-existence possible, is the co-
existence of the "old man" and "new man" in the moral nature 
of man. Though "old man 11 , as Paul uses the term, is broader 
in scope than sin (the "old man" encompasses the results of 
sin}, yet sin itself is the moral nature of the "old man". It 
is this particular form of co-existence of the "old man" and 
"new man" that so concerned Paul in the lives of the believers. 
Unmistakeably Paul teaches that sin may reside in the heart 
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of the justified man (Romans 5:1; 6:1-23; Galatians 5:17); 
and this is so in spite of the fact that ~if any man is in 
Christ, he is a new creature'' (II Corinthians 5:17), and "as 
many of you as were baptized into Christ did put on Christ" 
(Galatians 3:27). The fact remains that for Paul the believer 
may still have the moral nature of the "old man" (sin, Romans 
6:2,6) while at the same time possessing the spiritual nature 
of the "new man" (righteousness, Romans 6:12,13,18,19; cf. 
Ephesians 4:24). 
This brief statement concerning the co-existence of 
the "old man" and "new mann sets the stage for our next chap-
ter, which is the consideration of the proper exegesis of 
the Scripture passages in which these terms are found. If 
indeed the "old man" may, and in the physical sense must co-
exist with the "new man 1' until our resurrection, how then are 
we to interpret the passages such as Ephesians 4:22-24, and 
Colossians 3:9,10? If we treat them as imperatives, in what 
sense are we exhorted to put off the "old man"? If we treat 
them as affirmatives, it is obvious that this transaction, 
though stated affirmatively, is not complete. In what sense 
then is the "old man" put off and the 11 new man" put on? What 
then of Romans 6:6 which speaks of the crucifixion of the 
11 0ld man"? Does this refer to the believer's conversion, or 
to the atonement itself? 
Chapter 4 
EXEGESIS OF ROMANS 6:6; 
EPHESIANS 4:22-24; AND 
COLOSSIANS 3:9 1 10 
In this phase of the study, it will be our primary 
concern (having previously defined the terms, "old man" and 
"new man") to determine: (1) whether Romans 6:6 refers to 
the crucifixion of the "old man" as the believer's conversion 
experience, or to the atonement at Christ's passion; (2) whe-
ther in Ephesians 4:22-24 the infinitives <&no%ta&at.. 1 ~v66aa-
o:fuLL) are affirmative ("that ye did put off . and put on") 
or imperative ("put off ... and put on"); and (3) whether, 
also, in Colossians 3:9,10 the participles (AnEK6ua&~cvot.., 
kvoumi!.+E:VOt..) are affirmative ("having put off ... and having 
put on") or imperative ("putting off ... and putting on"). 
The chapter will proceed according to the arrangement of the 
chapter title, first with the exegesis of Romans 6:6, then 
with that of Ephesians 4:22-24, and then with that of Colos-
sians 3:9,10. 
EXEGESIS OF ROMANS 6:6 
Our purpose in the exegesis of Romans 6:6 is to deter-
mine whether, when Paul speak~ of "our old man" as being 
"crucified with him", he is referring to the believers' con-
12 
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version experience (which is referred to in the. chapter, 
Romans 6:1-8 ff.), or to the atonement .for the race (Romans 
5:12-21). If it can be established that Paul is referring to 
the conversion experience, then obviously the argument that 
the infinitives (Ephesians 4:22-24) and participles (Colos-
sians 3:9,10) are ~ffirmative is much stronger. On the 
other hand, if it ~an be established that Paul has reference 
to the atonement at the time of Christ's crucifixion, the 
question of affirmation or command in Ephesians 4:22-24 and 
Colossians 3:9,10 remains an open question. 
The argument that the phrase, ~tour old man was cruci-
fied with him", has reference to the conversion experience of 
believers' may be based partially upon the proposition that 
"we (-~) of Romans 6:1-8 is thought to be the equivalent of 
the "our" in the expression "our old man" ( 0' ' ' ' -_ 1HXAC(!.Ot; Op.!;l\1 
" ) av-&pw'j[os:: • Likewise, the preposition "with" (ouv) which indi-
cates the "we ... with" union to Christ (auve:TaCD!)/vlE::V, 6:4; 
• • cruCnaoucv, 6:8) is 
also found in relation to "our old man" which "was crucified 
with him" (auvECJ'taupw-&T], 6:6). Additionally, it may be thought 
that since the aorist tense is used to denote the crisis of 
the believers' conversion in the expressions "we ... died 
to sin" (arce:.&avop.EV "G1j aua:vtC<i , 6: 2) I "we who were baptized 
into Christ Jesus" C8aoL ~Sarc'tCcr~nuEv EL£ XoLCJ'tbv 'IncroOv, 
6:3), etc., throughout Romans 6:1-8 ff., that similarly, the 
aorist expression "was crucified" (auve:a"taupw-&n) is used to 
point back to the believers' conversion. 
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However, it does not necessarily follow from these 
reasons that the expression ''our old man was crucified with 
him" refers to the conversion experience. Indeed, for the 
following reasons, it is this writer's opinion that the phrase 
11 0Ur old man was crucified with him" in Romans 6:6 does not 
refer to the believer's conversion or baptismal experience, 
but to the provisional and universal atonement previously 
outlined in Romans 5: 12-·21. 
1. The term the "old man" is bigger in scope than 
either the "we" or the "our" of Romans 6:1-8. It is a 
universal term referring to the old race (not just to 
the Roman believers' former way of life), and therefore 
necessarily to the provisional and universal atonement 
outlined in Romans 5:12-21. 
2. That expression, "our old man was crucified with 
him" is referring to conversion may be doubted when the 
word, "was crucified with" (auve:a'taupW-&!J) is put in per-
spective with the verbs "hath been created" (x.,;t.a-&ev,;a) 
in Ephesians 4:22, and "created" (x,;Caav,;oc) in Colos-
sians 3:10 (in relation to the "new man"). As we have 
previously commented in chapter two, the aorist tense 
of these verbs (aua,;aup6w and x.,;((;w in relation to the 
"old man" and the "new man") denote the completion of 
redemption from the standpoint of divine omniscience and 
in relationship to the finished work of Christ. This 
may be clearly demonstrated because Paul uses only the 
present progressive tense in referring to the believer's 
relationship to the "new man" ~~'\) veov) that is being 
renewed {,;~v avaxat.vouue:vov) in Colossians 3:10. In 
Christ the "new man" is created in total perfection, 
"the image of him that created him" ttx6va: IOU 
x,;Caa:v'toc a6,;6v,cf. I Corinthians 15:49); while in the 
believer the 11 new man" is being renewed unto knowledge 
after the image of him that created him" ~~v 
, , ',, , ,, --, 
<XVO:K<X!.VOUt.1€:vov €!.<:; Eitl.YVWOl.V Xa:'t E:!.XOVCX 't'OU X'tLQaV'J;O' 
a:lrr6v) • 
3. Against a referral to the conversion experience 
is the fact that in the expression, "our old man was 
crucified with him", Paul is referring to objective 
truth, not subjective personal experience. Compare the 
following expressions. 
. . • knowing .this, that our old man was cru-
cified with him, that the body of sin might be done 
away, that sO:We should no longer be in bondage to 
sin . (Romans 6:6). · 
. . . knowing that Christ being raised from the 
dead dieth no more; death hath no more dominion 
over him, For the death that he died, he died unto 
sin once: but the life that he liveth, he liveth 
unto God (Romans 6:9,10). 
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From this comparison it is evident that Romans 6:9,10 is 
simply a repetition of Romans 6:6 and relates not to the 
believers subjective experience, but to the objective 
facts of Christ~s resurrection. To be noted is Paul's 
instruction to the believers concerning the purpose of 
the crucifixion of the "old man''. It is that "the body 
of sin might be done away, that so we should no longer be 
in bondage to sin." If indeed, then, this purpose had 
been fulfilled at the time of conversion the following 
question and exhortations are superfluous . 
. Shall we continue in sin ... ? (Romans 6:1). 
Even so reckon ye also yourselves to be dead unto 
sin, but alive unto God in Christ Jesus (Romans 6:11). 
Let not sin therefore reign in your mortal body, 
that ye should obey the lusts thereof: neither 
present your members unto sin (Romans 6:12,13). 
4. The word "crucified with" (cruve:.cr'ta:upw.a-n , Romans 
6:6), and the similar expressions found in Galatians 2:20; 
5:24; and 6:14 are not used in reference to the believer's 
conversion experience alone, but to the believer's fullest 
possible identity with the redemption of the cross. In 
Romans 6:6 Paul is not referring to the believer's subjec·-
tive experience, but rather to the objective content of 
his preaching. 
. . . we preach Christ crucified . . . (I Corin-
thians 1:23). 
For I determined not to know anything among you, 
save Jesus Christ, and him crucified (I Corinthians 
2: 2) • 
Indeed, when Paul does refer to the believer's own subjec-
tive experience by the use of the word "crucify" ~­
O"'tqug6w,g'ta:ug6w ) as he does in Galatians, he is not 
referring simply to conversion, but to a total and settled 
identification with the cross (Galatians 6:14), the atone-
ment, which symbolizes the truth that "our old man was 
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crucified with him. 11 For by the cross (I Corinthians 1:18, 
22-24,30}, Christ is "made unto .us wisdom from God, and 
righteousness and sanctificati.on, and redemption" so that 
Paul might exclaim: 
I have been crucified with Christ ( cru\JEG't'aupw~w:L) ; 
and it is no longer I that live, but Christ liveth in 
me: and that life which I now live in the flesh I 
live in faith;-the faith which is in the Son of God, 
who loved me, and gave himself up for me (Galatians 
2:20). 
Certainly, this total identification with the work of the 
cross of which Paul could speak was not the experience of 
all the Galatian converts. Paul must chasten them: 
0 foolish Galatians . . . Are ye so foolish? 
having begun in the Spirit are ye now perfected in 
the flesh? (~alatians 3:1-3). 
and exhort them: 
And they that are of Christ Jesus have crucified 
the flesh with the passions and lusts thereof (Gala-
tians 5:24). 
Obviously, this "crucified" experience is not yet that of 
all the Galatian believers (Galatians 3:3; 5:16-24,25). 
Therefore, when the word crucify is used in relation 
to the believer's own subjective experience it does not 
refer to his conversion. Thus, the crucifixion spoken of 
in Romans 6:6 does not refer to conversion, but to the 
objective fact of the accomplished atonement (Romans 5:12-
21) . 
We conclude this section with the comments of H.C.G. 
Moule on Romans 6:6 written in the Expositor's Bible: 
This knowing, that our old man, our old state, as 
out of Christ and under Adam's headship, under guilt 
and in moral bondage was crucified with Christ, was as 
it were nailed to his atoning Cross, where He represen-
ted us. In other words, He on the cross, our Head and 
Sacrifice, so dealt with our fallen state for us, that 
the body of sin, this our own body viewed as sin's--
stronghold, medium, vehicle, might be cancelled, ... 1 
lH.C.G. Moule, "The Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans 11 , 
The Expositor's Bible, .ed. W. Robertson Nicoll (6th ed.; New 
York: Hodder and Stoughton, [n.d.]), pp. 164-165. 
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EXEGESIS OF EPHESIANS 4:22-24 
In Ephesians. 4:22-24, we are concerned primarily with 
the problem of the interpretation of the two Greek infinitives 
O:n:o.&Ecr-8-a t.. and E:vovcra:cr.&o:: 1. • Are they to be interpreted as state-
ments of fact (that "ye did put away" and "ye did put onli) , or 
as imperative in meaning ("put away" and "put on")? The prob-
lem is well stated by Willard Taylor in his comments on this 
Ephesian passage in the Beacon Bible Commentary. 
Each of verses 22-24 is introduced with an infinitive, 
the translation of which can be variable. The KJV appears 
to translate them in a simple declarative mode with the 
use of the conjunction that. Salmond says of the infini-
tive, "it has somethingOfthe force of the imperative, 
but is not to be taken as the same as the imperative." 
An important question is raised as a result of this 
grammatical problem. Is the apostle simply asserting that 
when they came to know Christ in saving grace they had at 
that time put off the old man and put on the new man? Or 
is he exhorting them to engage in a spiritual activity 
which is subsequent to that initial experience? Are the 
putting off, the renewing, and the putting on spiritual 
exercises to which the newly born must give themselves? 
The answer is decided by the way one interprets the in-
finitives. In this case the grammatical construction is 
not decisive. The interpreter therefore must rely on the 
context and the related teaching of the entire New Testa-
ment . . 2 
Thus, the task before us is to examine more comprehensively 
the Ephesian context and New Testament theology (particularly 
Paul's). 
2willard H. Taylor, "The Epistle to the Ephesians 11 , 
Beacon Bible Commentary, ed. A.F. Harper, IX (Kansas City: 
Beacon Hill Press, 1965), pp. 217-218. 
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In reference to context, it should be observed that 
Ephesians 4:22-24 is in an exhortatory sedtion of Ephesians. 
Beginning at 4:1 and continuing thiough 6:20, Paul exhorts the 
Ephesians in regard to their Christian walk. The fact that 
these infinitives ( ano-&£cr.&a 1- and tvovcracr-&a L ) are in this 
exhortatory section strengthens the possibility of considering 
them imperative in force. 
However, a matter of important consideration and dif-
ference of opinion arises in regard to which verb in the con-
text is the leading verb of these infinitives. Is it "I say 11 
(A£yw) in 4:17 as Bengel asserts? 
That ye put off--This word depends on I say, verse 17: 
and thence the force of the participle. Henceforth-not--
Is resumed as it were, after a parenthesis, without a con-
junction, in the equivalent verb, put off: for the reverse 
of those things, mentioned in verse 18,19, has already 
been disposed of in verse 20,21; and yet this verb put 
off, has some relation to the words immediately preceding 
verse 21, (This is wrong; that ye put off, depends on have 
been taught, ver. 21. Alf.). Putting on, ver. 24, is 
directly opposed to putting off.3 
Or is it the "ye were taught" (k6~.6&x-&n~E) in 4:21 as Alford 
proposes? 
... the infinitive depends on ~6~6~~-&n~E [not on 
AEYWr ver. 17, as Bengel and Stier] 
3John Albert Bengel, New Testament Word Studies, trans. 
by Charleton T. Lewis and Marvin Vincent, II (Grand Rapids: 
Kregel Publications, 1971), p. 408. 
4Henry Alford, The Greek New Testament, III (4th ed.; 
London: Rivingtons, 1865), p. 123. 
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If O:no%€o-&cn and E:vouoacr-&cn are attached to "I say" (A.!Syw) 
in 4:17, then it must be determined how .the present active 
infinitive "walk" me:p \,Tta'!E:LV ) , which is also attached to 
~) is to be interpreted. Is it an affirmation or an imper-
ative (as either seems possible) in the N.A.S.B. translation? 
This I say therefore, and affirm together with the 
Lord, that you walk no longer just as the Gentiles also 
walk, in the futility of their mind ... (Ephesians 4:17). 
Or is it a strong imperative as the R.S.V. interprets it? 
Now this I affirm and testify in the Lord, that you 
must no longer live as the Gentiles do, in the futility 
of their minds; ... 
For the following reasons, the writer understands 
ne:pt.na-r:c!v to be imperative in nature. 
1. It closely parallels 4:1 in content and form 
which clearly is imperative in meaning. 
I therefore, the prisoner in the Lord, beseech 
you to walk <nept.na1aaat ) worthily of the calling 
wherewith ye were ca led ... (Ephesians 4:1). 
This I say therefore, and testify in the Lord, 
that ye no longer walk (nept.na-r:e:!v) as the Gentiles 
also walk, in the vanity of their mind ... 
(Ephesians 4:17). 
2. The imperative sense is in better harmony with 
the more usual usage of the word "walk" (nept.na-r:€w) as 
it is used in Ephesians (particularly in the exhorta-
tory section) . 
created in Christ Jesus for good works, 
which God afore prepared that we should walk in 
them { rvcx ••• 7t£pt.1ta'!frO'W!J:EV ) (Ephesians 2:10). 
lk • 1 .( I I , ) 
.. wa 1n ove ne:pt.na-r:et-r:e e:v cxyann 
(Ephesians 5: 2) . 
. for ye were once darkness, but are now light 
in the Lord: walk as children of light (~~ -r:ixvcx 
WW'!b( 1tEpt1tCX'!EL'!cl (Ephesians 5:8). 
.Look the.refo.re carefully hm¥ ye walk 
( ne:p vita'tc::t't"e:) . . . (Ephesians 5:15) • 
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3. It is ch~racteristic for Paul to wa~n Christians 
to walk worthily in contrast to their past life or pagan 
environment (Galatians 5:16; Colossians 1:10; 2:6; 4:5; 
I Thessalonians '2:12; cf. I Peter 4:1-3, and I John 2:6). 
4. The use of the adverb of time "no longer" (f+l]XE't" 1. ) 
found in Ephesians 4:14, 28 tends to confirm the sense as 
imperative. In 4:14 and 4:28 this adverb emphasizes that 
the Ephesians in the future are not to be marked by an 
unsettled faith or a reversion to theft. In effect 
~nxE't"l. speaks in terms of prohibition with regard to the 
future in place of wi (not) . If this were a statement of 
affirmation we would expect to see QGhiXL (as in Mark 
12:34; John 21:6; and Ephesians 2:19). 
Hence, there is strong presumptive evidence that the 
infinitives in 4:22,24 (ano-&tcr.&at. and tv6ucracr.&at.) are impera-
tive in meaning if attached to the "I say" in 4:17. 
Some hold with Alford that a1ro%£cr.e,a t. and ev6ucrao%a 1. 
should be attached to the "ye were taught" (E6L6&x-&lJ'tE) of 
4:21 as "the substance of the teaching''.4 But even if so, 
the question still remains: Are ano-~£o-&a t. and tv6ucracr{J.c: affir-
mative or imperative? If they are affirmative, the Ephesians 
were instructed about their conversion. If &no·&tcr.&a 1. and 
tv6uaacr%at. are imperative, the Ephesians were instructed that 
subsequent to their conversion they were to put off the "old 
4Alfred Barry, "The Epistles to the Ephesians, Philip-
pians, and Colossians", A New Testament Commentary: for 
English Readers, ed. Charles J. Ellicott, III (New York: 
Cassel and Co., 1884), p. 43.; Henry Alford, The Greek New 
Testament, III (4th ed.; London: Rivingtons, 1865), p. 123.; 
and S.P.F. Salmond, "The Epistle to the Ephesians", 
Expositor's Greek Testament, ed. W.R. Nicoll, III (Grand 
Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., [n.d.]), p. 342. 
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man" and to put on the 11 new man". Either interpretation is 
possible (see Galatians 3:27 in comparison with Romans 
13:14) 5 if (£61..oax-&rne:) "ye were taught" is the leading verb 
However, it seems more likely in the opinion of 
this writer that Bengel is correct in asserting that "I 
say" (~iyw) in 4:17 is the leading verb. In either case, 
it is the view of this writer that ano.&C:a-&cu and £vovaa®<u 
are to be interpreted as imperative for the following 
reasons. 
l. 'A.ILO.frEq.frak and £voycracr.fr<n correspond well 
with the other infinitives in chapters 4 and 5 which 
are imperative in sense: to walk (nepl..rt:a't!)crat. ) , 
4:1; tokeep (,;npe:tv), 4:3; towalk (ne:pvJta'tEtv), 
4:17; and to love (~lanffv), 5:28. Indeed, it is 
not uncommon for Pau to use the infinitive for an 
imperative. This is particularly true in exhortatory 
sections of his epistles. Note Romans 12:1 
(napaaxnaal.) i 12:3 (ultEQWQOVEtv, WPOVE:tv, 
m,>cppovE'rv); and 12:15 (xo:LpELV, KAa:Lr:t.v) .6 For other 
5"The original may be interpreted either of the teach-
ing of a fact, 'that ye did put off ... and are being 
renewed' 1 and c., or of a duty, 'that ye put off ... and be 
renewed.' The latter is on the whole, the more probable ... 11 
Charles J. Ellicott (ed.) 1 Ellicott's Commentary on the Whole 
Bible, VIII (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1970), 
p. 43. 
6n ••• The thing which has now occurred to me, after 
a careful reading of Romans 12, is that Paul seems to use par-
ticiples, infinitives, imperatives, and just plain adjectives, 
all with the same thrust of command or exhortation ... 11 Per-
sonal correspondence from Dr. Philip S. Clapp, Professor of 
New Testament Greek, Western Evangelical Seminary, Portland, 
Oregon, to the author, January 7, 1974. See also A.T. Robert-
son, A Granunar of the Greek New Testament: in the Light of 
Historical Research (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1934), p. 944. 
Pauline usages of the infinitives with an imperative 
sense see Philippians 3:16 (CY'to L):c:rv·); II Timothy 2:14 
(~LYJ AO)'OIJ.O::X£LV); Titus 2:9 ~notaaa£6-&ci:L) i II Thes-
salonians 3:14 (~i) cruvavo:t+Cyvua-&aL ).7 
2. In all of Paults other usages of &no'tL%D!J.L, it 
is with an imperative or exhortative sense. 
. . . let us therefore cast off ( O:no.&wuc:-&cd 
the work~ of darkness, and let us put on 
U; v6ucrwt+E-&cd the armor of light (Romans 13: 12) . 
Wherefore I putting away ( ano.frE~lE.VO J) falsehood 
(Ephesians 4:25). 
. . . . but now do ye also put therr all away 
(an:6-&c:cr.&e: , Colossians 3:8; cf. 3:12 E:v&voao-&s ) . 
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So also there is a general imperative usage of cX1TO't L.frnttL 
in the other New Testament epistles where the participle 
form O:rro-&iusvot. is used (Hebrews 12:1; James 1:21; and 
I Peter 2:1). The only other usages found in the New Tes-
tament (Matthew 14:3; Acts 7:58) are exceptions to this 
general imperative sense. But they are in the indicative 
mood and located in narrative sections of the New Testa-
ment. Outside of these instances, all other usages of 
cm01: C-&mH (with the possible exception of an:o-rticr-&a l, 
which is under consideration) are imperative in sense. 
Thus I if aJia.fj:E(h70: k , (which is found only once in the 
entire New Testament, and not at all in the Septuagint)8 
is not imperative, it is indeed a rare exception to this 
word's normal imperative usage in th~ New Testament 
epistles. 
3. Similar to the New Testament imperative usage of 
&no'tC.&nuL, is the general Pauline usage of E:v60w. Note 
that these words are often put in an imperat1ve juxta-
position by Paul (Romans 13:12; Colossians 3:8,12; and 
also Ephesians 4:22,24 if understood imperatively). 
Only once (Galatians 3:27) does Paul clearly useE:v&vw 
referring to a past event. In no other instance does 
he use the indicative mood with E:v&vw· Three times he 
7Robertson, Ibid., pp. 943,944,1046 and 1047. See 
also C.F.D. Moule, An Idiom-Book of New Testament Greek (2d 
ed.; Cambridge: University Press, 1971), pp. 126,127. 
8E. Hatch and'H. Redpath, A Concordance to the Sep-
tuagint and Other: Greek ·Versio;ns of; the Old Testament (Includ-
ing Apocryphal Books), (3 vols.; Oxford, Clarendon, 1897-
1906; 2 vols. photomechanical reprint; Graz, Austria: 
Akademische Druck--u. Verlagsanstalt, 1954), pp. 148,149. 
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uses it with the subjunctive mood (Romans 13:12, exhorta-
tory, cf. 13:14, ,and twice in I Corinthians 15:54, defin-
itively futuritive). Additionally, Paul uses this same 
infinitive form {kvouaacr.&a t.. ) twice in I Corinthians 15:53. 
There, the aorist infinitive has a definite futuritive 
sense. Thus £voyr;cra.5}cu may be understood as referring 
to a future (momentary or distant) crisis event. There 
is no clear instance in the New Testament where this 
first aorist middle infinitive form ( tvoucracr~ak)9 becomes 
a substitute for the indicative. On the other hand there 
is clear example of tvouaaa~aL being used as a negative 
imperative (Mark 6:9, ~n Ev6ucra6~aL). The participle 
form of cvouw is considered in the exegesis of Colossians 
3:9,10 (where there is strong evidence of its imperative 
sense). Thus it seems apparent, that from the stand-
point of inductive word usage, the infinitive evouaqcr.i}crL 
is to be considered as imperative rather than as affirma-
tive. 
4. Another matter that needs to be considered is the 
possible textual variant of tvoucracr-&e: for evouaaa-&a!.. 
This textual variant is supported by p 46 (III) ,B*(IV), 
and~ (IV).lO Indeed it would be difficult to find 
earlier or better textual support for this variant. 
Thus, if the variant is correct, it would be evouaacr-&e: 
juxtaposed toano-&ea-6-at.. . This lends a great weight to 
interpreting evouaaa-&a I. and ano-&ea-&a l. imperatively' if 
indeed, the earlier text reflects the proper interpreta-
tion of f:voilcraa.frcr 1. • 
EXEGESIS OF COLOSSIANS 3:9,10 
Having concluded that the infinitives aito-&ea-&at. and 
f:vo{wcra.frcrt. in Ephesians 4:22-24 are imperative in meaning, we 
turn our attention to the participles ane:xoua&~e:voL (put off) 
and cvoucraue:vot. (put on) in the parallel passage,Colossians 
3:9,10. Again, our primary concern is to determine whether 
these participles are to be considered as affirmative (only 
9cf. tvouaaa-&aL in Leviticus 21:10. Ibid., p. 471. 
lOErwin Nestle and Kurt Aland, Novum Testamentum 
Graece (Stuttgart: Privileg. Wfirtt. Bibelanstalt, 1960) , 
p. 496. 
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possible in a partial and eschato.log.ical sense) or as imper-
ative. Do they refer to a past "putting off" and "putting 
on", or to a present, urgent, ethical command, .to "put off" 
and "put on"? Do they refer to the motive .for, or the means 
of, fulfilling Paul's exhortation, .ttlie not to one another 
(3:9,10)"? The answer to this question is vital to a proper 
understanding of Paul in this passage, as well as in the 
parallel passage (Ephesians 4:22-24). 
an exhortatory section (4:1-6:20) of Ephesians, so also it is 
noted that an:E1-tOUCYaU£\IQ 1.. and EVOU(}'(XU£\10 t. are in an exhortative 
section of Colossians (3:1-4:6). This advances presumptive 
evidence that these participles C6crt£x6ucr(hl.EVO t. I and svouoa-
~Evot.. ) lend themselves to a plausible imperative interpre-
tation. 
However, for those who favor the affirmative inter-
pretation of aitEXOU(}(XI-L£ vo t. and E vt:>ucrafLEVO 1.. there might appear 
to be confirmation of their point of view found in the 
relationship between the an:E:XOVGEI.. of 2:11 and artEXOUOcXfl€\.101.. 
of 3:9 . 
. . . in whom ye were also circumcised with a 
circumcision not made with hands, in the putting off 
~1t£xovoe:t. ) of the body of the flesh, in the cir-
cumcision of Christ ... (Colossians 2:11) . 
. . . lie not to one another; seeing that ye 
have put off CO:rce:xouoauEvot., putting off) the 
old man with his doings .•. (Colossians 3:9). 
Obviously 1 the noun 11putting off 11 · Cane:~{OUa£ 1..) connected with 
the aorist indicative "ye were circumcised" · (nEp t, E1.:!J.f)-&l]'tE) 
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refers to a past occurrence. Thus p if ane:11.6ucre:: t. ( 2: 11) which 
is definitely referring to a past transaction is considered 
parallel to Q1tE11.0UO'(X!J,E:VO l. T then ane::·x.Oucr&ue:vo t. is affirmative 
in character. Furthermore, it may be asserted that the trans-
lation, "seeing that ye have put off" 1 is in harmony 'Vvrith 
the aorist participle ane::x.oucr&ue::vos in 2:15 . 
. . . having despoiled (ant:11.6ucr&ue::vo.;,;) the princi-
palities and powers, he made a show of them openly, 
triumphing over them in it (Colossians 2:15). 
However, it is this writer's opinion that this line 
of argumentation is not strong enough to counterbalance the 
evidence that &ne:11.6uqaue:vo 1. and Ev6ucra[l£VO t. are imperative 
in meaning. In the estimation of the writer the following 
reasons dictate an imperative interpretation of these parti-
ciples. 
1. In Colossians 3:9 the participle an:£11.0UO'aU£VOt. 
is obviously used as a synonym for &no%£ue:vot., put off 
(cf. Colossians 3: 8, 12; see also Romans 13:12; and 
Ephesians 4:22,24) which is commonly juxtaposed with 
Ev6yw, put on. The use of an£11.0VO'a[lE:VOt. here instead 
of a:n:o.ft£p.£VO I. may have been deliberate I not with the 
intent to simply reiterate &ne:x.Oucre:t. (2:15), but rather 
to remind the Colossians of their "putting off (anEXOUaEt.) 
of the body of the flesh, in the circumcision of Christ" 
(2:11) 1 and of their victory and example in Christ's 
"having despoiled (ane:11.6uaa!fEvos;) the principalities 
and powers" (2:15). Since ane:11.6ua&ue:vot. is here used 
as a synonym for &no.ftEUEVOt it is important to note 
that in every instance where ano~C%nut. is juxtaposed 
with ev6uw1 it is imperative in force. Also to be 
noted is the fact that this particular formane:x6ucraue::vot. 
(1st aorist middle participle nominative plural mascu-
line) when carried over to a no~ Ce·mH is ano-&Eu.EVO I. • 
'A 1w,fr£p.e:vo 1. is in every instance in the New Testament 
used imperatively. Likewise the participle Ev6ucratJ.£vot. 
is in every instance outside of II Corinthians 5:3 
(which is futuritive) used in the imperative sense. 11 
Lightfoot comments at this point: 
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Do these aorist participles describe an action 
coincident with or prior to the 4e:voe:a~e:? In other 
words are they part of the command, or do they assign 
the reason for the command? Must they be rendered 
"putting off", or "seeing that ye did (at your bap-
tism) put off"? The former seems the more probable 
interpretation; for (1) Though both ideas are found 
in St. Paul, the imperative is the more usual; e.g. 
Rom Xl• • • 12 1 , T ' " ~ , • 11. sq • o:no.&tt\ILE.fra ouv xa EPY<f J;OU O'X.OJ0\1<;"_, 
, .1.: , s:.' ' tl - , t.' v fVuUOIJliJf.f):a vE 10: 01tAO: IOU qu.~.>IO«; • • • Ejlo1HIO:qft£ IOV 
' + ' E h' . 11 ' ' Kup t.ov .Lnaouv X~n a-cov , · P es · VL e:v6uacw.fre: 1nv 
, . th 14' - 'r 1 ~ , na:vor:;/, t.a:v Wl ver · O't'UI£ ouy · · · E:Vutwape:vo 1 
'11 ·x ·A • I I Thess. v. 8 vncotuu.e: v e:v6uucXM:E vo L_lL.~~. 
The one exception is Gal.' iii 27 ofot. ~gp~~ Xpt.axov 
EpanxCa.&nxe:r XpLq'tOV £ve:6uaa:a.fte: .2)he 'putting 
on" in the parallel passage, Ephes. iv. 24, is im-
perative, not affirmative, whether we read f:vouoaa.frat. 
or J.vfq'iafYa.fl:E:. ( 3) The participles here are followed 
immediately by an imperative in the context, ver. 12 
E\J6(maa.ftE: 0 ?)y, where the idea seems to be the same. 
For the synchronous aorist participle see Winer § 
xlv. p. 430. St. Paul uses &ne:x6yaaM-EVOL, F:voua&~e:vot. 
(not &ne:x6u6~EVOk,£vou6~e:vot. ) , for the same reason 
for which he uses &vouaa:cr.fre: (not EvOUE~~e) , because 
it is a thing to be done once for all. 
Eduard Lohse writes concerning &nex6ycraucvoL and 
, , . 
EVOUOIX:!JEVO k: 
The verb forms "put off" <O:nt:x.6uaap.£vo 1. 
and "put on" (f;voumf~Evot.) emphatically stress 
the relationship toaptism. Since both partici-
ples are aorist, they could describe the past event 
of baptism, which should be determinative of the 
present; thus they would be construed as genuine 
llThis comment is based on the author's inductive 
study of the participle E:voumf~JEVO k in every New Testament 
instance where it occurs. For this study see Appendix A. 
12J.B. Lightfoot, St. Paul's Epistles to the 
Colossians and to Philemon (rev. 1879 ed., 6th printing; 
Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1970), pp. 214-215. 
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part.iciples. Nevertheless, it is far more plausible 
to understand these verb forms as imperatives con-
tinuing a sequence of admonitions. The imperative 
"do not lie" (1-LD ()!e:uosaB-s) precedes them (v.9) and 
the command "put on" ( E:voUdo::d-&s, v .12) follows. 
The parallel Eph. 4:24 clearly supports translating 
them as imperatives: "put on .the new man, created 
after the likeness of God u. (. • • ) , which agrees 
with the use of "to put on'" (tvousd-0o:d in the con-
text of the. baptismal exhortation: "put on the 
Lord Jesus" (£voucro:cr-&E 'tovxupt.ov · 'Incrouv Rom. 13:14); 
"let us put on the armor of lig.ht" (tv6vm.0!-Lc:B-a 
o£ ~a onAa:'tov pw'tos Rom. 13:12). The doubly com-
posite verb "to put off" (a1tsx66Ecr.&at.) occurs only 
in Col. (cf. 2:15) where it recalls the phrase 
"putting off the body of the flesh" (ardx6uvt.s; 
'tOV cr~liJ.a'tos 1.:t]s crapxos 2: 11). In other instances 
the verb lmo'tC&r.:cr-8-(n ( 11 to take off 11 ) which is put 
in contrast with "to put on" (tvcut:.cr-B·al..) appears 
more frequently in exhortatory contexts.l3 
2. Another strong reason for believing that 
anEXOVCJJ~EVOI. and £vovCJcXUEVOl. are imperative in sense is 
the great number of participles used as imperative-
complements of the preceding imperatives. Particularly 
is this true in chapters three and four. The following 
are cited as examples: 
3:9,10 
3:12,13 
3:16 i , EVOl.XSL.'tW 
3:17 not.OV'tE (implied) 
, ,~ , 
anEXOvCJIXUEVOl. 
EVOUCJcX!+EVOl. 
' , O:VEXOUEVOL 
XIXPL(OUEVOL 
0 L6rXCYiiQVlf_L 
VOU-&E'tOVV'tE<; , Q:6ov·u.:s; 
, ~ 
E:VXO:pLCJ'tOVV'tES 
l3Eduard Lohse, "A Commentary on the Epistles to the 
Colossians and to Philemon", Hermeneia: A Critical and Histori-
cal Commentary on the Bible, ed. Helmut Koester (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1971), p. 141. 
3:22 ' , V"ftO:XOUEJC 
npocrxa:ot:e:pe:t't:E 
4:5 




' , e:t,a:yopa:Coue::vot. 
I , 
T) p 't u j.lE:: \) 0 s. 
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Observing this format of imperative with the participle-
complements following has led the writer to the conclusion 
that tcrtEH,ovach+e:vo L and ~v0uaa~.+£ vo 1.. are imperative in na-
ture. While the writer notes that of the participle-
complements exemplified in Colossians 3:5-4:6 that all are 
in the present tense except &.ne:rt6ucrciue:voL and tv6ucr6:usvoL, 
yet he would also point out that these particular verbs 
do not occur in the present tense (in any form) in the N.T. 
Hence, the writer concludes that since this is true, 
their being in the aorist tense does not imply past indic-
ative meaning. Indeed for Paul to have used these par-
ticular aorist participles to express past indicative 
meaning in this hortatory section of Colossians 3:5-4:6 
(where there are so many participle-complements) would 
invite almost certain confusion. For a further study of 
this particular form of the aorist participle €:v6uacXuEVOl 
see Appendix A.l4 Rather it is the writer's understanding 
that the aorist participles anEHOV0cXUE::VOl. and tVOVO"cXUE\101.. 
are imperative-complements to the pr~hibiti?n ~t~oscr~e:: . 
Furthermore, the writer understands a:ne:xovucq.LE\JOL also to 
be complementary to VE:XpWC5CX'tE (3:5) and ano-&E::a.&£ (3:8) i 
and E:vouachu:vot. to be complemen·tary to tvouoa:a-&e: (3:12). 
Surely the characteristics which are to be "put to death, 
\)£'){P~l(J(X(;£ II (3:5) and 11 pUt Off, cX1t0%E<J•S.£ II (3:8) are the 
subject matter of "the old man with his doings" (3:9). 
Hence, the "old man" needs to be "put off, a~te::xouaaf.LEVOl ." 
Likewise, the characteristics which are to be "put on, 
~v6~qaaDE" (3:12) surely are the characteristics of the 
"new man" who is to be "put on, tvoucrafl£VOL." (3:10). 
Thus 1 the writer would chart ccJLEli6va6.f.LEVO t. and &vouoaflE\JO L 
as imperative participle-complements in the following 
manner. 
14cf. "Appended Note: Participle and Imperative in I 
Peter" by Dr. David Daub in Selwyn'·s. commentary on I Peter. 
Edward G .. Selwyn, ,The F~irst Ep:i:stle of; Peter 1 (New York: 







(E: VOUCl"cXIJ,£ vo L) 
3. A close ex'amination of the. context of the prohibi-
tion "lie not to one another" (!J.n cpeuot:cr-8-e) suggests that 
it is not lying that is to be discontinued, but false 
living. Liddell and Scott, and Barclay Newman insiruct us 
that the word (j;t:u6ouat.. may express to "play false" 5 or 
"be false, live a liet' .16 In James 3:14 and Revelation 
21:27 we find parallel expressions: 
But if ye have bitter jealously and faction in 
your heart, glory not and lie not against the truth 
(!J.TI • • • QJEUOEC1-&E xa-ra a/\1]%€ Cas ) (James 3: 14) . 
But nothing unclean shall enter it, nor any one 
who practices abomination or falsehood (no~wv 
§6€/\uy~J.a xat wt:v6os ), but only those who are writ-
ten in the Lamb's book of life (Revelation 21:27, 
R.S.V.). 
We draw this conclusion because the Colossians had "died 
with Christ from the rudiments of the world"i yet, in 
actual practice some had subjected themselves "to ordi-
nances . . . after the precepts and doctrines of men" 
(Colossians 2:20-23). They had been "raised with Christ", 
yet they were seeking after the transient "things that 
are upon the earthw (Colossians 3:1-3). Their walk did 
not coincide with their conversion. Therefore the pre-
vious admonition: 
As therefore ye received Christ Jesus the Lord, 
so walk in him (Colossians 2:6). 
and the exhortations: 
15H.G. Liddell and Robert Scott, A Greek-English 
Lexicon 1 rev. Henry Jones (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968), 
p. 2021.. 
16Barclay Newman, A Conc:ise Gre:ek-Eng'lish Dictionary of 
the Ne'vi Testament (London: United Bible Societies, 1971), p.200. 
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Put to death therefore your members which are 
upon the earth (,;a gsA.n ,;a E:nl -rns r!)s): fornication, 
uncleanness, passion, evil desire, and covetousness, 
which is idolatry; for which thingsl sake cometh the 
wrath of God upon the sons of disobedience: wherein 
ye also once walked, when ye lived in these things; 
but now do ye also put them all away: anger, wrath, 
malice, railing, shameful speaking out of your 
mouth . (Colossians 3: 5-8) . 
Obviously this listing of fornication, uncleanness, pas-
sion, evil desire, etc. (Colossians 3:5,8), corresponds 
to the 11 0ld man with his doings 11 • Therefore it seems 
highly inconsistent to make such strong prohibitions as 
"put to death" and "put away" when in the next breath it 
is asserted that they had already done so. Therefore, 
the prohibition, ~rn <i>EVOc:q:&c;, is to be fulfilled by 
putting "on the new man, that is being renewed unto 
knowledge after the image of him that created him". To 
do otherwise would be to play false (4EV6ogaL) to one 
another, and to live a lie against the truth (cf. James 
3:14). 
Chapter 5 
A THEOLOGICAL RATIONALE FOR 
THE IMPERATIVE 
Chapter four endeavored to discover inductively the 
proper interpretation of &no~(~nuL ("put off"), &nEKO~o~ak 
("put off"), and EyOJJtu ("put on") . It was concluded from this 
investigation that both the infinitives ( &·noB-E0~GH, EV5 uaaa-&aL 
in Ephesians 4:22-24, and the participles <&nEKOvcr&uEvoL, 
EVOlJCi(htEVO k) in Colossians 3:9,10 were to be interpreted im-
peratively. The purpose of this chapter is to test the valid-
ity of that interpretation. Therefore 1 in this chapter the 
question is asked: Is there an adequate Pauline theological 
rationale for this imperative interpretation? 
SYNONYMITY OF THE "OLD MAN'' AND "FLESH" 
In our study of the "old man", it is well to note the 
synonymous phrases: 
. . . the old man that waxeth corrupt after the 
1 t f d · ' ' ' - ' (E h us s o ece1t . ~a<; E1tt.-&vul.o:<; ~nc; cmo:~n-; p e-
sians 4: 22) . 
. . . the old man with his doings 
np&EEOkV a~~oU (Colossians 3:9). 
. . . the works of the flesh 
a~px6~ (Galatians 5:19). 
auv 
The table on the following page illustrates how closely the 
characteristics of. the "old man" and "flesh parallel each other. 
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Table 1 
The "Old Man" and the "Flesh" 
Ephesians 4:22 (4:19-5:4) 
"the old man . . . after 
the lusts of deceit" 
5:3 fornication ~opvE:Ca ) 
uncleanness 6:rw:-&apa~a ) 
4:19 lasciviousness Caad .. yt: Ca) 
4:31 wrath (&u~6s) 
anger (Q.g_yn) 
railing <skaa~n~Ca) 
4:26 wrath (~apopyLau6s) 
4:28 steal Cu.ACn;J;!1l) 
4:29 corrupt speech Ck6Y~S 
acxnp6s) 
4:31 all bitterness (n~aa 
IHH.QCa) --
5:4 filth.iness CaCaxp6=ms;) 
foolish talking (~wpo\oyCa) 
jesting <t:G~pant:i\Ca) 
5:5,6 For this ye know of a surety 
that no fornicator, nor un-
clean person, nor covetous 
man, who is an idolater, 
hath any inheritance in the 
kingdom of Christ and God. 
Let no man deceive you with 
empty words: for because of 
these things cometh the wrath 
of God upon the sons of 
disobedience. 
Colossians 3:9 (3~5-9) 
"the old man with his doings" 
3:5 fornication CnopvEia) 
uncleanness Caxa&apaCa) 
3:8 wrath (&u~6s) 
anger ( opyij) 
railing ( Si\acrcpnnCo) 
3:5 passion (Ka%o~) 
evil desire tEnL&u~Ca xax~) 
covetousness (ni\EovEECa) 
3:8 malice (xaxCa) 
shameful speaking 
Calaxpoi\oyCcx) 
3:5,6Put to death therefore your 
members which are upon the 
earth: .•. ; for which 
things' sake cometh the 
wrath of God upon the sons 
of disobedience [translated 
from Greek] . 
Galatians 5:19 (5:19=21) 
"the works of the flesh" 




5:20 wraths fuuuo<; ) 
5:20 idolatry (E[5wi\oi\a~pCa) 
sorcery tpapttartE t.a ) 
enmities lEx-;}pa ) 





5:21 envyings (p%ovo~) 
drunkenness (~s-&n) 
revellings <xWijos> 
5:21 . . . I forewarn you 
even as I did forewarn 
you, that they who 
practice such things 
shall not inherit the 




Obviously in all three lists, Paul is. talking about the 
same thing though the lists are somewhat different. This is 
further borne out by the fact that in all three epistles Paul 
is concerned about the walk (rce:pr.rca:-r;E:w,cr'tOl.YEW ) of the Chris-
tians (Galatians 5:16,25; Ephesians 4:1,18; 5:2,8,15; Colos-
sians 2:6; 4:5). Both before and after he catalogues these 
vices, he instructs them to walk (in the Spirit, worthily, in 
love, as children of light, etc.) as becomes those who are 
Christ's. Thus, the terms "flesh" and the "old man" are synon-
ymous terms. Further evidence of their being synonymous may 
be seen by the use of the word "crucify" ~'ta:up6w) and its 
cognate "crucify with" (crucr'taup6w) being used with both the 
"old man" and "flesh" (Romans 6:6; Galatians 2:20; 5:24). 
Additional evidence that the terms the "old man" and 
"flesh" are synonymous, may be noted in that their common 
animating principle is II the sin II <n a!).ap-r; Ca) (Romans 6:6; 
7:14-20). It is this principle of sin in the believers that 
causes Paul great concern. Therefore in Romans 6:1 Paul asks 
the rhetorical question: 
What shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin, 
that grace may abound? 
It is this question which underlies all of his theology in re-
gard to "the sin" in Romans 6-8, in regard to the "old man" in 
Ephesians and Colossians, and in regard to the "flesh" in 
Romans 7,8, and Galatians 5. 
Paults intense and dee~ desire for his converts, and 
all converts,was that they should not return to or participate 
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in acts which. were representative of their pre-.regenerate life. 
But the dual nature of these converts posed a real problem. 
They possessed the nature of Christ '(Galatians 3:27), and the 
nature of sin (Romans 6:1-3, ff.). They were in the Spirit 
(Romans 7:5; 8:9}, but the dilemma remained that even those 
who were in the Spirit had the problem of the "old man" and 
the "flesh" (sin, cf. Romans 6:6; 7:14-20; Ephesians 4:22; 
Colossians 3:9} in opposition to the Spirit. Thus Paul's 
classic exhortation in Galatians 5:25, 
If we live b~ the Spirit, by the Spirit let us also 
walk <e:t Ciitpev n:\u::i'nun' 'm;EJipact )1..;.! axot xwpo, ) 
shows that one can be made alive or be living by (in) the 
Spirit (Galatians 5:25; cf. Romans 8:9-12) 1 and yet not 
actually be walking in the Spirit (Galatians 5:16,18,24,25; 
cf. Romans 8:14). Thus the believer finds that: 
. . . the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and 
the Spirit against the flesh; for these are contrary 
the one to the other; that ye may not do the things 
that ye would (Galatians 5:17). 
And this was so even though as Christians at conversion they 
had died to sin (Romans 6:2,3,7-10; cf. I Peter 2:24), were 
freed from sin (Romans 6:18,22), and were no longer to be sub-
jected to it (Romans 6:14). By commitment at conversion, 
believers obligate themselves not to commit sin (Romans 6:15). 
But how is this to be accomplished in those with both 
the nature of Christ and the nature of sin? Paul's answer is 
that the Christians must not only die with Christ to sin (Ro-
mans 6:2,7,8, etc.), th:eymust also live with Christ to God (Ro-
mans 6:8,10). They must "walk in newness of (resurrection) life" 
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(Romans 6:4,5). As believers they are to reckon themselves 
not only as dead to sin, but also as alive to God (Romans 
6:11). As those who died to sin they are not to let sin con-
tinue its reign (Romans 6:12), or to yield their bodily mem-
bers as instruments of unrighteousness to sin. As resurrected 
persons they are to yield lna:paa~~OO:IE VS. UD6~ TIO:QLat&VEIE) 
their members as instruments to righteousness and to God 
(Romans 6:13; cf. Romans 12:1,2). Or as Paul wrote in Gala-
tians 5:25, "If we live by the Spirit, by the Spirit let us 
also walk" (cf. Romans 7:"5,8:9,12,14). Subsequent to conver-
sion, therefore, the believer must determine to serve righteous-
ness, not sin (Romans 6:15,16). He must determine to live 
after the Spirit, and not after the flesh (Romans 8:9, cf. 
Galatians 5:16,17,25). 
Hence, Paul warned Christians that because they were 
alive in the Spirit (Romans 8:9-11) they were: 
... debtors not to the flesh, to live after the 
flesh: for if ye live after the flesh, ye must die; 
but if by the Spirit ye put to death the deeds of the 
body, ye shall live. For as many as are led by the 
Spirit of God, these are sons of God (Romans 8:12-14). 
and that: 
... the mind of the flesh is death, but the mind 
of the Spirit is life and peace: because the mind of 
the flesh is enmity against God; for it is not subject 
to the law of God, neither indeed can it be: . 
(Romans 8:6,7). 
Emphatically, then, by command and exhortation, Paul responds 
to his own question, "Shall we continue in sin ( n ch.!.a:p~Ca:·) . ?" 
"God forbid" is his response. 
Even so reckon ye also yourselves to be dead unto 
sin~ but alive unto God in Christ Jesus (Romans 6:11). 
Let not sin therefore reign in your mortal body, 
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that ye should obey the lusts thereof (Romans 6:12). 
Neither present your members unto sin as instruments 
of unrighteousness; but present yourselves unto God . . . 
(Romans 6:13). 
. for as ye presented your members as servants to 
uncleanness and to iniquity unto iniquity, even so, now 
present your members as servants to righteousness unto 
sanctification (Romans 6:19). 
But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ¥ and make no 
provision for the flesh, to ful£ill the lusts thereof 
(Romans 13:14). 
But I say, walk by the Spirit, and ye shall not 
fulfill the lusts of the flesh (Galatians 5:16). 
If we live by the Spirit, by the Spirit let us also 
walk (Galatians 5:25). 
And thel that are of Christ Jesus have crucified 
( E:a=t:a.Ugu>OOV ) the flesh with the passions and lusts 
thereof (Galatians 5:24). 
Therefore, since the "flesh" (sin, Romans 7:14-20) is 
still a problem to those who are made alive by the Spirit 
(Romans 8:9-12; Galatians 5:25), by comparison it is very 
likely then that the "old man" (which is synonymous with 
"flesh") yet remained a problem for those addressed by Paul 
in Ephesians and Colossians. Note that in Ephesians 2:3 
1The Gnomic Aorist. "A generally accepted fact or 
truth may be regarded as so fixed in its certainty or axiomat-
ic in its character that is described by the aorist, just as 
though it were an actual occurrence ... ii. A clear case of 
the gnomic aorist appears in Galatians 5;24, ot oE: "t'OU Xpt-a'toti 
xnv acipxa. E: 01auowcrcrv which may be rendered, it 'is the normal 
disposition of those who are Christ's to crucify the flesh .. 
H.E. Dana and Julius R. Mantey, A Manual Grammar of the Greek 
New Testament (New York: The MacMillan Co., 1963), pp. 197-198. 
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(cf. 2: 1-3), Paul reminds the Ephesians that they (as also all 
other Christians) had prior to conversion: 
. . . lived in the lusts of . . . the flesh 
(kv xat~ knL3uuCa~, xfi~ aapx6~) doing the desires of 
the flesh (xa ~cAnua~a ~ij~ qapx6s ) and of the mind . 
Likewise in Colossians 3:5-8 Paul points out the Colossians' 
past: 
... fornication, uncleanness, passion, evil 
desire, and covetousness, which is idolatry; for 
which things sake cometh the wrath of God upon the 
sons of disobedience: wherein ye also once walked 
when ye lived in .these things; but now do ye also put 
them all away: anger, wrath, malice, railing, shame-
ful speaking out of your mouth: . 
Therefore since the Galatians and Romans who were al-
ready Christians had to be warned about the flesh (Galatians 
5:17; Romans 8:12,13), and since they were exhorted to walk 
in the Spirit (Galatians 5:17-25) to avoid the works of the 
flesh catalogued in Galatians 5:19-21, it is concluded that 
Paul's exhortations and commands in Ephesians and Colossians 
are parallel to those in Galatians and Romans. Thus in Ephe-
sians and Colossians, Paul is instructing the Christians to put 
off the "old man" (according to the lusts of deceit, with his 
doings) in the same manner as in Galatians he expects them to 
crucify the flesh (Galatians 5:24). He exhorts the Ephesians 
and Colossians to put on the "new man" as he does the Galatians 
and Romans to walk in the Spirit (Galatians 5:25; Romans 8:13, 14). 
SYNONYMITY OF THE "NEW !-iAN" AND "SPIRIT" 
That putting on the "new man 11 is the equivalent to 
walking by the Spirit may be shown by the fact that as the 
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"works of the fleshrr correspond closely to the "old man" with 
his traits, so also the "fruit of the Spirit" corresponds to 
the "new man" with his traits (note the table on the follow-
ing page). 
On the basis then of the comparisons between the "old 
man" and the "flesh" and between the "new man" and the "Spirit", 
it appears that there is indeed a theological rationale forthe 
imperative understanding of a:n:o.&E6%0:t. and £vouact6'·9·a: t. (Ephesians 
4:22-24), and of IT1IE?16umipE:vOL. and £v6vaap.t.:vot.. (Colossians 3: 
9,10). That the "old man" and the "flesh" are in some sense 
dealt with at conversion (Galatians 3:27; Romans 8:8,9) is not 
to be disputed, but that the "old manu and "new man", and that 
the 11 flesh" and 11 Spirit" do also co-exist in the believer is 
clearly evident (Romans 6:1-3 ff. ; 13: 14; 8: 12·-14) . Therefore 
as Christians are to crucify the flesh and walk by the Spirit, 
so also they are to put off· the "old man" and pu·t on the "new 
man". Thus the issue of the dual natures of sin ("old man", 
Romans 6:6; "flesh", Romans 7:14-20) and holiness ("new man", 
Ephesians 4:24; "Spirit", Galatians 5:22-24) is to be resolved. 
In conclusion then, it is necessary to recognise that 
it is the moral nature of the 'bld man" (sin, Romans 6:6; the 
lusts of deceit, Ephesians 4:22; and his doings, Colossians 3:9) 
which Paul exhorts the Ephesians and Colossians to put off. It 
is the moral nature of the "new man" (righteousness and holiness 
of truth, Ephesians 4:24) that they are exhorted to put on. 
Ephesians 4:24-5:9 
"the new man ... created in 
righteousness and holiness 
of truth" 
5: 2 Walk in love ( .iychcrl 
4:32 be ye kind (xpna~6~) 
5:9 goodness (&ya~wcruvn) 
4:32 tenderhearted (eucrn~ayxvog 
4:32 forgiving each other 
( xap(Couad 
5:4 thanks (evxapt.a't(a) 
5:9 righteousness (6t.~at.oauvn) 
5: 9 truth ( ch,l)-&£ k<X) 
Possibly other attributes could 
be added to this Ephesian list, 
but this is deemed sufficient 
for its comparative purposes. 
Table 2 
The "New Man" and the "Spirit" 
Colossians 3:10-15 
"the new man ... after the 
image of him that created him" 
3: 14 love (Q;y~nn ) 
3:15 peace ~t.pilvn ) 
3:12 longsuffering (ua~po~uuCa) 
3:12 kindness (xpncr'to'tn~) 
3:12 meekness (npau~n~) 
3:12 a heart of compassion 
(crnk&yxva ok~'tkp~ou) 
3:13 forgivlng each other 
(~p(Couat.) 
3:12 lowliness ( 'tanet.voppoauv~ 
3:13 forbearing one another 
I!. ' I , ) ~VEXO~EVOt. <X~AU~WV 
Galatians 5:22,23 
"the fruit of the Spirit" 
5:22 love (aygnv) 
5:22 peace (eLpnvu) 
5:22 longsuffering 
(uax p o.&u lJt C a: ) 
5:22 ~indness ( xnnax6Jn~ 
5:22 goodness ( ayoo&wcruv1)) 
5:23 meekness ( TipalJ1:nd 
5:22 joy (xapa) 
faithfulness (nkcr'tt.~) 
5:23 self control 




No doubt this was done in some sense at conversion (II Corin-
thians 5~17) 1 but subsequent to conversion the believer must 
decisively settle th~ question, 
What shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin 
[old man, flesh], that grace [new man, Spirit] may 
abound (Romans 6:1)? 
Paul's answer is: 
God forbid. We who died to sin, how shall we any 
longer live therein (Romans 6:2)? 
The eschatological truth of II Corinthians 5:17 must 
be morally implemented by the will of the believer: 
Wherefore if any man is in Christ, he is a new 
creature; the old things are passed away; behold they 
are become new. 
Thus, Paul must instruct believers to make their lives coincide 
with their privileges (Romans 6:11, 12,13,19; 13:14; Galatians 
5:16,24,25; Ephesians 4:22,24; and Colossians 3:9,10). To say 
that the Ephesian and Colossian Christians had already put off 
the "old man" and put on the "new man" would deny the dualism 
of their nature which needed to be dealt with by an act of the 
will through a moral appropriation of the grace made available 
by Christ (Romans 6:6). 
Chapter 6 
COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this final chapter the writer wishes to comment 
about some conclusions he has drawn from his investigations 
which were set forth in chapters two through five. The purpose 
of this chapter is not exegesis, but rather to deal with the 
pragmatic and practical problems pertaining to matters of trans-
lation and interpretation. 
In regard to matters of translation the writer is par-
ticularly concerned about (1) the unliteral and inconsistent 
translation of the terms the "old man" and 11 new man"; and (2) 
the importance of translating uniformly both the infinitives 
( &no.&£a.ft<H, Ev6Uaa:q.ftcn ) and the participles b£xoucr&p.e:vo 1. , 
Evouaa~EVOL) as either imperative or affirmative in the parallel 
texts (Ephesians 4:22,24; Colossians 3:9,10). The writer like-
wise is concerned about the difficulty of interpretation for 
those acquainted only with English. It is certain that most 
will base their interpretation on the English translation be-
fore them. Therefore it is extremely important to place pos-
sible alternate translations before them so that they may be 
made aware that (at least in some instances) alternate trans-
lations also are possible. Failure to do so is an imposition 
of the translator's interpretation upon the English reader who 
is unaware of the alternatives in the original language. 
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The writer is aware that many of the better. versions do follow 
this procedure in some instances. But the definite absence of 
this procedure in Ephesians 4:22,24 and Colossians 3:9~10 on 
the part of major English translations such as the A.S.V., 
N.A.S.B., R.S.V., and others is highly regrettable. 
The problem of the inconsistent and unliteral trans-
lation the terms "old man" and "new man" may be observed in 
the R.S.V., which translates the phrase <6 na~aL~c &v%pwno~) 
"the old man" as "the old self" in Romans 6:6, but as "the old 
nature" in Colossians 3:9,10. Other versions such as the N.E.B. 
and Phillips, likewise, are inconsistent at this point. The 
writer objects to this type of translation because in these 
particular instances nothing of literary or interpretative sig-
nificance is gained by these paraphrasings. Secondly, the 
writer objects to these unliteral paraphrasings because the 
terms "self" and "nature" do not lend themselves to a generic 
sense as well as the term "man" does. Thus, the corporate 
significance of the terms "old man" and "new man'' (as the 
writer demonstrated in chapter two) is obscured. Furthermore, 
the writer wonders what purpose is served for the English reader 
by depriving him of the knowledge that the phrases "the old 
self" (Romans 6:6) and "the old nature" (Colossians 3:S ,10) are 
in actuality one and the same, and that both if translated lit-
erally would read "the old man". Such alternation in transla-
tion, in the mind of the writer, should be used only in margin-
al notations or footnotes. 
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Concerning the translation of th~ ~nfinitives 
(a1LOitEcr%cp, , ev6tJaaa,frrf!, ) and the participles ( &1tf.'H)lJO'cip EVO 1,1 
EVCHJO'cXj.l!;:.JLQ..L) , the writer advances the proposition (based upon 
chapters four and five) that they ought to be translated uni-
formly. In other words, if the infinitives of Ephesians 4:22, 
24 are translated imperatively, then because of the obvious 
parallelism between Ephesians 4:22,24 and Colossians 3:9,10, 
the participles should also be translated imperatively. The 
writer's belief is that whichever way the translator chooses 
to translate Ephesians 4:22,24; or Colossians 3:9,10 (whether 
affirmative or imperative) , the parallel text should be trans-
lated accordingly. Again (not to single out a particular 
version, but to illustrate inconsistency), the writer doubts 
the validity of the R.S.V.'s translation of the participles 
.in Colossians 3:9,10 as affirmative: 
Do not lie to one another, seeing that you have put 
off (anEK6uo&j.lsvoL) the old nature with its practices 
and hive put on (~v6ua&MEVQL) the new nature, ... 
while translating the infinitives in Ephesians 4:22,24 as 
imperative: 
Put off (ano-&t.a-&ac) your old nature which belongs 
to your former manner of life and is corrupt through 
deceitful lusts, and be renewed in the spirit of your 
minds, and put on (tv6vcracr-&rxt:.) the new nature, . . . 
The obviously parallel theological content (as illustrated in 
chapters four and five) of both Ephesians and Colossians makes 
it difficult for the writer to accept a translation which ren-
ders Ephesians 4:22-24 one way while translating Colossians 
3:9,10 another. Furthermore, there is no grammatical evidence 
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compelling enough to warrant such a distinction between these 
infinitives and participles. 
Connected t6 matters of translat~on are also matters 
of interpretation. Unfortunately for the English reader 1 the 
English translation of a passage will often b~ the only means 
available to him in determining his interpretation of that pas-
sage. Thus 1 interpretation for the English reader will depend 
in many instances upon the particular translation of the passage 
his English version furnishes him. Hence 1 while it is the firm 
belief of this writer that the infinitives ~1to-&£o-&o: 1.. , E:v6uao:cr-B-o: t.. 
and participles (Q.1101011 aap£vot. 1 f:v6uacip.e:voL) are best understood 
as imperatives, and he would so translate them, yet in deference 
to the opinions of others who would prefer an affirmative trans-
lation of them, and for the sake of the English reader, the 
writer would put the affirmative alternate translations in mar-
ginal notations. This would provide the English reader with at 
least an awareness that more than one interpretation is possible 
in these passages. Such alternate translations would also assure 
the translator that he is not imposing his own interpretation 
upon others. The failure of the major English translations at 
this point with regard to Ephesians 4:22,24 and Colossians 3:9,10 
is truly disappointing. 
In brief and final summation, the writer believes that 
his interpretation of Romans 6:6; Ephesians 4:22-24; and Colos-
sians 3:9,10, when measured by grammatical possibility and theo-
logical probability, is hi.ghly credible. Furthermore, the writer 
believes that he has explored avenues of exegesis in regard to 
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these passages not found in the work of others. One such 
example is the investigation of the complementary imperative-
participle format found throughout Colossians. Another example 
would be the parallel theological content demonstrated by the 
charts comparing the "old man" with the "flesh 11 , and the "new 
man" with the "Spirit". 
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APPENDIX A 
AN INDUCTIVE STUDY OF 'EN~YEAMENOI 
The study of ~v6va&~EVOL is necessarily based upon 
the Greek text. For the sake of convenience the reader is 
asked to refer to the appropriate scripture passages in his 
Greek Testament (the writer is using the text of Kurt Aland, 
1966; cf. bibliography). 
The aorist middle participle nominative plural mascu-
1 . 
, , 
1ne £VOUCcq.t.£VO!. is found only four times in the New Testament; 
II Corinthians 5:3; Ephesians 6:14; Colossians 3:10; and I Tl:'es-
salonians 5:8. It is in every instance used by Paul. Induc-
tive study of tvovaau£v6t. has led to the conclusion that in all 
but one instance (II Corinthians 5:3) this aorist participle 
form is a general idiomatic expression with the imperative 
meaning "put on" (cf. &no-&C:u.c:vot., Ephesians 4:25; Hebrews 12:1; 
James 1:21; and I Peter 2:1). Even in II Corinthians 5:3 the 
futurity of the context indicates that fvovaap.c:voL refers to a 
future (not past) :momentary event. 
The Ephesians 6:14 and I Thessalonians 5:8 references 
are parallel texts to each other. Ephesians 6:14 speaks of: 
. . • having put on (putting on? ~vovcr~Qk) the 
breastplate of righteousness • • • 
whSle I Thessalonians 5;8 speaks of: 
~ •. putting on (having put on? ~v6ucraij~Vo~, cf. 
vD<pWUt=:v) the breastplate of faith 'and love . 
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To the writer J making of E:vovocfue:vo L affirmative in Ephesians 
6:14, but imperative in I Thessalonians 5;8 is unwise. Thus 
the writer suggests that since the general content of both 
passages is similar, if tvovcral;!:E.:VOL is imperative in one 
passage it should be understood as imperative in the other 
passage as well. 
The writer believes that the translators are correct 
in translating &voum:f~e:voL as imperative in I Thessalonians 5:8 
for the following reasons: 
( 1) It seems logical that tvovcrap.e: vo l. is a participle-comple-
ment to the hortatory subjunctive ~~WWUEV (5:8). 
(2) Not only is I Thessalonians 5:8 parallel to Ephesians 
6:14; it is also parallel to Ephesians 6:17 • 
. putting on (~vovcr<iMEVOl.) . for a helmet, 
the hope of salvation (I Thessalonians 5:8). 
And take ( 0 £~aa~e:) the helmet of salvation 
(Ephesians 6:17). 
Notice that here the aorist participle Evovcra~EVOl. is parallel 
in position to the aorist imperative t€E~cr~E· Therefore, if 
, l:. , 
EVuVO'O:IJ,EVOL (I Thessalonians 5:8) is parallel to ot~aa~£ (Ephe-
sians 6:17), then it seems logical to conclude that ~vouGaUEVOL 
in Ephesians 6:14 ought to be understood as imperative. 
Additional evidence that tv5ucr&ue:voL in Ephesians 6:14 
ought to be understood as imperative is found in its obvious 
conjunction with tvoucracr-&E (Ephesians 6: 11) even as &va.\.o:S6v1:£S 
(Ephesians 6: 16) is in conjunction with cc11 axaet:-r;s (Ephesians 
6:13). Thus it is improper to translate tvovaap.e:vo L as affir-
mative "having put on" .• while tri:lnslating ·avo::\a~6v-r;s~ as imper-
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ative (note: R.S.V. and N.A.S.B. have. erred here). Indeed, 
all of these aorist participles 1t£Pt-('J.lO'a!lE:VOL (6:14), 
b!_o~mk"- I 6: 14) l unoonaau,E:VQ L (6: 15) I and" ava?\a66v·u::s; 
(6:16) are best understood as imperative participle-complements 
to the imperatives £vo{waa-&e:. (6:11) I avaA.aSE't£ (6:13) and 
a.,;n~E (6:14) as the N.E.B. translates them. 
Thus, it seems questionable to translate E:v6ua&.llEYO L 
in Colossians 3:10 as an indicative affirmation rather than as 
an imperative participle-complement (in like manner as the 
above aorist participles) closely allied to E:vovacra·9-s in 
Colossians 3:12. Particularly is this true in light of the 
great number of participles which imperatively complement the 
true imperatives in chapters three and four of Colossians. 
